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HEARST 1-72

Recommendations;

The six claim group known as Hearst 1-72 should be geologically mapped

in an attempt to verify the source of the conductor that was located.

Introduction;

The Hearst 1-72 property consists of six contiguous unpatented mining 

claims in the south central portion of Hearst Township. The claims 

were staked to cover an airborne EM anomaly in an area of known 

sediments and basic volcanics.

Location;

The six claims numbered L-342712-17 inclusive, possess a southern 

boundary which is located one-half mile north of the 3 mile post on 

the Hearst-Skead Township line. The property lies approximately five 

miles due south of the town of Kirkland Lake.

Access;

Access may be obtained by travelling five miles south from Larder Lake 

via Highway 624. The claim group is located immediately to the west 

of the Highway with the #1 Post of mining claim L-342712 positioned 

along side the road.

Topography;

The property is characterized by relatively low relief, with much of 

it timbered off. Only a few rolling hills seldom over 10 feet in 

height exist.

Linecutting;

One Base Line with an azimuth of 90 was cut east and west from a point 

700' south of the #1 Post of claim L-342714. Traverse Lines were then 

cut at right angles to the Base Line at 400' intervals along its length,
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Li^prutting (cont' d):

The Base Line and Traverse Lines were all chained and picketed at

100 foot intervals, in all, about 6.4 miles of lines were cut, chained

and picketed. Mr. John Hussey of 458 Dianne St., Timmins, Ontario

cut the grid under contract between November l to 10, 1972.

Instruments and Sensitivity;

Electromagnetic;

The Electromagnetic Survey was conducted using a Vertical Loop

Electromagnetic Unit (V.L.E.M.), Model SS15 as is manufactured by

McPhar Geophysics Limited.

The instrument consists of a transmitting unit and receiving unit. 

The transmitter is composed of a transmitting coil, signal generating 

console and motor generator. The receiver is composed of a search coil, 

signal amplifier, clinometer and headphones.

The transmitting coil produces a primary magnetic field when it is 

subjected to an alternating current. If the alternating primary 

magnetic field comes in contact with a conductive body, a current 

within the conductor will result. It in turn will produce a magnetic 

field of its own which is termed the "secondary".

The direction of the resultant field (i.e. primary plus secondary) is 

measured at given receiving stations by using the search coil with its 

attached clinometer. The deviation of the resultant from the direction 

of the horizontal primary magnetic field is measured in degrees of dip. 

Readings are taken using transmitting frequencies of 5000 Hz and 1000 Hz, 

The correlation of the results between the two frequencies gives an 

indication of the relative conductivity of the anomalous body.

The range of penetration of the primary field is normally considered to 

be approximately one-half the separation distance between the trans 

mitter and receiver; however, other factors such as conductive over 

burden must also be taken into consideration.

The results of the VLEM Survey are shown on the prints accompanying 

this report.
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Magnetic;

The instrument used was a Fluxgate Magnetometer Model M-700 manufactured

by McPhar Geophysics Limited.

The Fluxgate Magnetometer measures the strength of the vertical 

component of the total magnetic field in units of gammas. The 

magnetic field at any particular station will consist of the vectoral 

sum of the earth's magnetic field and magnetic field of any anomalous 

body. The latter of these fields is caused by mineralization that is 

either naturally magnetic or is capable of possessing a secondary field 

which is induced by the earth's primary field.

To conduct the survey, a base station was established with all sub 

sequent readings being taken relative to this value. By reading the 

Base Line in this manner, it can be used as a series of base stations 

from which the rest of the grid lines are read at 100 foot station 

intervals, in the event of a zone of anomalous magnetics (i.e. greater 

than 200 gamma change between stations) the station interval is reduced 

to 50 feet.

As the earth's magnetic field fluctuates with time, it is periodically 

necessary to take readings at a base station to discern possible 

instrument or magnetic drift. Any apparent changes in the magnetic 

intensity which occurs during the time interval between base line checks 

is then applied as a progressive adjustment to the readings taken during 

that period of time.

When contoured the results of the magnetic survey aid in the determination 

of the strike, dip and depth of an anomalous body.

These results of the magnetic survey are shown on the prints accompanying 

this report.

Geophysical Results;

Electromagneti c;

The electromagnetic survey utilizing a fixed vertical loop transmitter

detected only one conductor which extends the entire width of the

property. It possesses a NlOO E trend and is characterized by a strong
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Geophysical Results (cont'd):

response with good conductivity ratios. The E.M. profiles indicate 

that the conductor is no more than 100 feet below the surface and is 

likely of considerable vertical extent. The absence of any magnetic 

correlation suggests that the conductor is likely the result of a fault 

or graphitic horizon rather than sulphides.

Magnetic:

The magnetic survey indicates two separate rock types, the contact

of which approximately coincides with the detected conductor.

The relatively flat area to the north of the conductor, as is indicated 

by ODM map #1947-1, is underlain by sediments whereas the anomalous 

zone to the south is underlain by basic volcanics.

Conclusions;

One conductor was located which is likely the result of a fault or 

graphite. It extends the width of the property and possesses no 

magnetic correlation.

^ /^x
Wayne E. Lunt

Noranda Exploration Co., Ltd.
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HEARST 2-72

Recommendations;

The four claim group known as Hearst 2-72 should be geologically 

mapped in an attempt to verify the source of the conductive zones 

that were located.

Introduction;

The Hearst 2-72 property consists of four contiguous mining claims 

in the south-central portion of Hearst Township. The claims were 

staked to cover an airborne EM anomaly in an area of known sediments 

and basic volcanics.

Location;

The four claims, numbered L-342718 - 21 inclusive/ compose a square 

group whose centre is located 3/4 of a mile north of a point 4.35 

miles from the western corner of the Hearst-Skead Township Boundary. 

The property lies approximately 5-1/4 miles due south and 2 miles 

due east of the Town of Larder Lake.

Access;

Access may be obtained by travelling 5-1/2 miles south from Larder 

Lake via Highway 624. It is then necessary to travel 3/4 of a mile 

due west through the bush to reach the Hearst 2-72 property.

Topography;

The property is characterized by relatively low relief, only a few

rolling hills exist (seldon over 10 feet in height).

Linecutting;

One Base Line with an azimuth of O was cut north and south from a 

point defined by the #1 Post of claim L-342720. Traverse Lines 

were then cut at right angles to the Base Line at 400 foot intervals 

along its length. The Base Line and Traverse Lines were all chained,
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Linecutting (cont'd):

and picketed at 100 foot intervals along its length. In all, about 

4.3 miles were cut, chained and picketed. Mr. John Hussey of 

458 Dianne St., Timmins, Ontario, cut the grid under contract 

between September 25 - 30, 1972.

Instruments and Sensitivity;

Electromagneti c;

The electromagnetic survey was conducted using a Vertical Loop

Electromagnetic Unit (V.L.E.M.) Model SS15, manufactured by

McPhar Geophysics Limited.

The instrument consists of a transmitting unit and receiving unit. 

The transmitter is composed of a transmitting coil, signal generating 

console and motor generator. The receiver is composed of a search 

coil, signal amplifier, clinometer and headphones.

The transmitting coil produces a primary magnetic field when it is 

subjected to an alternating current. If the alternating primary 

magnetic field comes in contact with a conductive body, a current 

within the conductor will result. It in turn will produce a magnetic 

field of its own which is termed the "secondary 1 .

The direction of the resultant field (ie. primary plus secondary) is 

measured at given receiving stations by using the search coil with 

its attached clinometer. The deviation of the resultant from the 

direction of the horizontal primary magnetic field is measured in 

degrees of dip. Readings are taken using transmitting frequencies 

of 5000 Hz and 1000 Hz. The correlation of the results between the 

two frequencies gives an indication of the relative conductivity of 

the anomalous body.

The range of penetration of the primary field is normally considered 

to be approximately one-half the separation distance between the 

transmitter and receiver; however, other factors such as conductive 

overburden must also be taken into consideration.

The results of the V.L.E.M. survey are shown on the prints accompanying 

this rsport.
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Magnetic:

The instrument used was a Fluxgate Magnetometer Model M700

manufactured by McPhar Geophysics Limited.

The Fluxgate Magnetometer measures the strength of the vertical 

component of the total magnetic field in units of gammas. The 

magnetic field at any particular station will consist of the 

vectoral sum of the earth's magnetic field and magnetic field of 

any anomalous body. The latter of these fields is caused by 

mineralization that is either naturally magnetic or is capable of 

possessing a secondary field which is induced by the earth's primary 

field.

To conduct the survey a base station was established with all sub 

sequent readings being taken relative to this value. By reading 

the Base Line in this manner, it can be used as a series of base 

stations from which the rest of the grid lines are read at 100 foot 

station intervals. In the event of a zone of anomalous magnetics 

(ie. greater than 200 gamma change between stations) the station 

interval is reduced to 50 feet.

As the earth's magnetic field fluctuates with time/ it is periodically 

necessary to take readings at a base station to discern possible 

instrument or magnetic drift. Any apparent changes in the magnetic 

intensity which occurs during the time interval between base line 

checks is then applied as a progressive adjustment to the readings 

taken during that period of time.

When contoured the results of the magnetic survey aid in the 

determination of the strike/ dip and depth of an anomalous body.

These results of the magnetic survey are shown on the prints 

accompanying this report.
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Geophysical Results;

Electromagnetic;

The electromagnetic survey utilizing a fixed transmitter detected

two conductors which have been labeled as conductors "A" and "B".

They possess a N-S strike and give a strong E-M response.

Conductor "A" extending from Line 20S at 5+50W to 8N at 3+OOW is 

characterized by conductivity ratios averaging 0.5. The conductor 

appears to be adjacent to a magnetic high which is to its west. 

Both the EM profiles and the magnetic response indicates a thin 

layer of overburden (ie. less than 50 feet).

Conductor "B" extending from line 4N at 4+50E to line 24S at 

Base Line is also a strong conductor with good conductivity. The 

geology in the area indicates possible shearing and is likely the 

cause of the detected conductor.

Magnetic;

The magnetic response achieves good correlation with the known 

geology of the area according to ODM map #1947-1. The general 

strike is indicated as being N-S and the thin layer of overburden 

allows detailed interpretation. The sediments on the eastern half 

of the claim group show up as magnetically flat. The gabbras are 

generally high zones with a rather subdued response. One such area 

crosses lines 8S to 20S at approximately 5+OOE. The greywackes to 

the east are more anomalous with a series of positive and negative 

readings. Along the western border of the claim group, the effects 

of the diorites can be seen.

Conclusions;

Two conductors were located. Although both possess some degree of

magnetic correlation, it is unlikely that either is the result of

sulphides. A more likely cause of the conductors is shear zones or

graphite.

ayne E. Lunt 
Noranda Exploration co., Ltd.
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SKEAD 1-72

Recommendations;

The thirteen claim group known as Skead 1-72 should be geologically 

mapped with particular emphasis being placed on the conductive zones 

that were located by the electromagnetic survey.

Introduction;

The Skead 1-72 property consists of 13 contiguous unpatented mining 

claims in the north central portion of Skead Township, and the south 

central portion of Hearst Township. The claims were staked to cover 

a series of airborne E.M. anomaly.

Location;

The thirteen claims, which are numbered L-342702-711 inclusive/ and 

L-342858-860 inclusive, are located in the S^ of Lot 9, the S^ of N^ 

and mfy of N^ of Lot 9, the Eh of the N^ of Lot 8, and the NE^ of the 

S^ of Lot 8 all in Con. VI of Skead Township. They are also located 

immediately north of the Hearst-Skead Township Line.

Access;

The property is easily reached by travelling 6^ miles south from 

Larder Lake via Highway 624. The claim group is then ^ mile east 

of the Highway.

Topography;

The property is relatively flat with little topographic relief. A few 

hills and ridges, generally running N-S, exist; however, they seldom 

are of any appreciable height.

Linecutting;

One Base Line with an azimuth of O was cut south from a point defined 

by the #1 Post of claim number L-342704. Traverse Lines were then cut 

at right angles to the Base Line and at 400' intervals along its length, 

The Base Line and Traverse Lines were all chained and picketed at
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Linecutting (cont'd):

100 foot intervals, in all, about 13.2 miles were cut chained and 

picketed by Mr. John Hussey of 458 Dianne St., Timmins, Ontario, under 

contract between October 10 - 30, 1972.

Instruments and Sensitivity;

Electromagnetic;

The Electromagnetic Survey was conducted using a Vertical Loop

Electromagnetic Unit (V.L.E.M.), Model SS15 manufactured by McPhar

Geophysics Limited.

The instrument consists of a transmitting unit and receiving unit. 

The transmitter is composed of a transmitting coil, signal generating 

console and motor generator. The receiver is composed of a search 

coil, signal amplifier, clinometer and headphones.

The transmitting coil produces a primary magnetic field when it is 

subjected to an alternating current. If the alternating primary 

magnetic field comes in contact with a conductive body, a current 

within the conductor will result. It in turn will produce a magentic 

field of its own which is termed the "secondary".

The direction of the resultant field (i.e. primary plus secondary) is 

measured at given receiving stations by using the search coil with its 

attached clinometer. The deviation of the resultant from the direction 

of the horizontal primary magnetic field is measured in degress of dip. 

Readings are taken using transmitting frequencies of 5000 Hz and 1000 Hz, 

The correlation of the results between the two frequencies gives an 

indication of the relative conductivity of the anomalous body.

The range of penetration of the primary field is normally considered 

to be approximately one-half the separation distance between the 

transmitter and receiver; however, other factors such as conductive 

overburden must also be taken into consideration.

The results of the V.L.E.M. Survey are shown on the prints 

accompanying this report.
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Magnetic;

The instrument used was a Fluxgate Magnetometer Model M700 manufactured

by McPhar Geophysics Limited.

The Fluxgate Magnetometer measures the strength of the vertical 

component of the total magnetic field in units of gammas. The magnetic 

field at any particular station will consist of the vectoral sum of the 

earth's magnetic field and magnetic field of any anomalous body. The 

latter of these fields is caused by mineralization that is either 

naturally magnetic or is capable of possessing a secondary field which 

is induced by the earth's primary field.

To conduct the survey a base station was established with all sub 

sequent readings being taken relative to this value. By reading the 

Base Line in this manner, it can be used as a series of base stations 

from which the rest of the grid lines are read at 100 foot intervals. 

In the event of a zone of anomalous magnetics (i.e. greater than 200 

gamma change between stations) the station interval is reduced to 50 ft.

As the earth's magnetic field fluctuates with time, it is periodically 

necessary to take readings at a base station to discern possible 

instrument or magnetic drift. Any apparent changes in the magnetic 

intensity which occurs during the time interval between base line 

checks is then applied as a progressive adjustment to the readings 

taken during that period of time.

When contoured the results of the magnetic survey aid in the determination 

of the strike, dip and depth of an anomalous body.

These results of the magnetic survey are shown on the prints accompanying 

this report.

Geophysical Results; 

Electromagneti c; 

The electromagnetic survey utilizing a fixed vertical loop transmitter
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Electromagneti c (cont'd):

detected several conductive zones. Most of the conductors are both 

strong and of good conductivity. They are however;, generally in excess 

of ±i mile long. Five conductors that are well defined have been labelled 

as "A", "B", "C", "D" and "E". They are shown on the accompanying prints,

Conductor "A" with an azimuth of 150 is likely the expression of a 

known fault as is indicated by ODM map #1949-3.

Conductor "B" is extremely strong with fair conductivity. Although 

it parallels a magnetic high, it is devoid of direct magnetic 

correlation.

Conductor "C" also parallels a zone of anomalous magnetics. The 

amplitude of the response and the shape of the profiles suggest a 

near surface conductor.

Conductor "D" is very similar to that of Conductor "C", both in strength 

and conductivity. Their extreme length would favour graphite as the 

cause of the response rather than economic sulphides.

Conductor "E" is generally a strong conductor with weak conductivity 

ratios. It also is a near surface conductor and generally parallels 

a magnetic high. It is possible that the two crossovers on lines 

28N and 16N to the north of conductor "E" are also of the same 

conductive horizons.

Magnetic;

The magnetic survey generally divides the property into two portions.

The eastern half is very anomalous and indicates near surface bedrock.

The general trend is north-south. The western half of the property

contains less magnetic relief but also suggesting little overburden.

It is therefore likely that the two areas represent two or more distinct

rock types.
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Conclusion;

Several conductors were located, which were generally strong with 

moderate to fair conductivity. They characteristically paralleled 

magnetic highs and are likely the result of graphite or shear zones 

rather than economic sulphides.

Wayjfe E. Lunt

Noranda Exploration Co., Ltd.
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